Crochet-a-Long
create a beautiful rug in just a few short weeks

ROUNDS

27 - 29
PATTERN CODE: 17.005

Important Note
Unless yarn specified is used, SAPROTEX cannot accept responsibility
for the finished work.
Owing to printing restrictions the colour reproduction is matched
as closely to the yarn as possible.
The instructions are given for one size only.
It is advised to read through the pattern before commencing to
gain an understanding of how the pattern is worked.
This pattern uses UK crochet terminology.

Abbreviations
ch = chain
rep = repeat
rnd = round
slst = slip stitch
tr = treble
yoh = yarn over hook

Special Stitch
trcl = treble cluster: Work 1tr in each of amount stitches
indicated leaving last loop of each on hook, yoh and pull
through all loops on hook

Please Note
As this is an ongoing project, we have not blocked the item so
some “waves” and uneven stitching will appear.
Due to the size of the accompanied chart, only a cross section of
the stitch layout is shown which is repeated all round.

Instructions
27th rnd: Using Slate, 3ch (= 1tr), 1tr in same place, *2tr in
each of next 2tr, 3ch, shell in shell, 3ch, 2tr in next tr, rep from
* around, omit last 2tr, slst in top of 3ch.
28th rnd: 3ch (= 1tr), 1tr in same place, *1tr in each of next
4tr, 2tr in next tr, 3ch, shell in shell, 3ch, 2tr in next tr, rep from *
around, omit last 2tr, slst in top of 3ch.
29th rnd: 3ch (= 1tr), 1tr in next tr (= counts as first trcl), *2trcl
3 times, 3ch, (1tr, 3ch) twice and 1tr in shell, 3ch, 2trcl, rep
from * around, omit last 2trcl, slst in first trcl.
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